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MEMORANDUM AND ORDER 

Complainant brings this judicial complaint against a federal district judge pursuant 

to the Judicial Conduct and Disability Act, 28 U.S.C. §§ 351-364! The Act provides an 

administrative remedy for judicial conduct "prejudicial to the effective and expeditious 

administration of the business of the courts" and for judicial inability to "discharge all the 

duties of office by reason of mental or physical disability." 28 U.S.C. § 35 l(a). 

Complainant filed an employment discrimination action in district court alleging 

claims of racial discrimination, retaliation, and harassment. The district judge entered 

summary judgment in favor of the defendant, and complainant appealed. The court of 

appeals affirmed the judgment of the district court. 

Complainant alleges in her judicial complaint that the judicial system 

discriminates against people of color. She claims that the judges collaborate to grant 

• Complainant's statement of facts also refers to conduct by state judges; however, 
these individuals are outside the coverage of the Judicial Conduct and Disability Act. 28 
U.S.C. § 351(d)(l); Rule 4, Rules for Judicial-Conduct and Judicial-Disability 
Proceedings. 



summary judgment in favor of employers, sabotaging legitimate discrimination claims 

brought by pro se African American litigants and blocking presentation of their claims to 

a jury. Complainant asserts that in her case the judge improperly denied her a jury trial, 

failed to correct errors made by the clerk of court, granted summary judgment on claims 

that were not pending before him, ignored complainant when she pointed out his lack of 

jurisdiction, ignored federal law and the existence of material factual issues, and 

disregarded complainant' s evidence. 

The Judicial Conduct and Disability Act provides a means to review claims 

relating to a judge's conduct; it does not permit review of a judge' s decisions. 

Allegations that are "directly related to the merits of a decision or procedural ruling" 

cannot be raised through a judicial misconduct complaint. 28 U.S.C. § 352(b )(1 )(A)(ii). 

Allowing judicial decisions to be challenged through misconduct proceedings "would 

raise serious constitutional issues regarding judicial independence under Article III of the 

Constitution." In re Judicial Conduct and Disability, 517 F.3d 558, 561 (U.S. Jud. Conf. 

2008). 

If, however, a "decision or ruling is alleged to be the result of an improper motive, 

e.g., a bribe, ex parte contact, racial or ethnic bias, or improper conduct in rendering a 

decision or ruling," the complaint is cognizable, but only to the extent of challenging the 

improper motive as opposed to the decision itself. Rule 3(h)(3)(A), Rules for Judicial

Conduct and Judicial-Disability Proceedings. Such a charge must be supported by 

"sufficient evidence to raise an inference that misconduct has occurred." 28 U.S.C. 
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§ 352(b )( I )(A)(iii). "Although allegations of judicial bias, collusion with a party, or 

other improper motive are not necessari ly merits-related, such allegations must be 

dismissed as merits-related when the only support for the allegation of bad acts or motive 

is the merits of the judge's ru lings." In re Doe, 640 F.3d 869, 873 (8th Cir.2011 ). 

Careful review of the record and the allegations of the complaint fa ils to disclose 

evidence of judicial bias against pro se African American litigants or collaboration 

between the judge and counsel for defendant. The judge's order granting summary 

judgment sets out his factual findings and legal conclusions. Complainant disagrees with 

the decision but has presented no evidence suggesting that it was based on judicial bias 

and collaboration rather than on the reasoning set forth in the order. 

This complaint is, accordingly, dismissed pursuant to 28 U.S .C. § 352(b)( I )(A)( ii ) 

& (iii) as directly related to the merits of the judge's rul ings and as lacking in factual 

support for a misconduct clai m. 

IT IS SO ORDERED. 

~''tr:\,Q~ 
Roger L. Gregory 

Chief Judge 
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